
SECTION 17

Korean Writing

Ross King

Chinese writing in Korea

Chinese writing was probably known in Korea before Han times, and was used in the

Han administration of their commanderies in northern Korea from 108 b.c.e. to 313

c.E. The first evidence of the use of Chinese by Koreans is on a stone inscription of

414 c.E. The Koreans later developed three different, but related, ways to use Chinese

characters to write Korean: Hyangchal, Kwukyel, and Itwu.

The Hyangchal system, preserved in lyric texts, is reminiscent in some ways of

the Japanese man'yogana, on which it doubtless had a formative influence. The ab-

breviated characters of the Kwukyel system, a transcription for interpretation and

translation of Chinese texts, resemble the Japanese kana in some ways, just as the

Kwukyel system for annotating Chinese texts resembles Japanese kambun traditions.

The Itwu 'clerk readings' were a system of prose transcription used widely in admin-

istrative contexts. At the time of the promulgation of the Hwunmin cengum (1446; see

below), the Hyangchal system was moribund, but Kwukyel and Itwu were still in use

long after the invention of the Korean alphabet.

Given their long experience with Chinese writing, it is not surprising that the Ko-

reans have added specifically Korean readings and/or meanings to certain genuinely

Chinese characters. But the Koreans have also invented a number of "Chinese" char-

acters; Sasse (1980) lists over 150 such characters indigenous to Korea, but they are

all quite rare, and were used in traditional times chiefly for the rendering of native Ko-

rean words as well as in personal names and place names.

Even after the promulgation of Hankul, the indigenous Korean script (see be-

low), in the fifteenth century, Chinese writing continued to dominate written culture

in Korea until the second decade of the twentieth century. Hankul was associated with

the uneducated—women and children—and was accorded low status. With the

spread of Western-style education and mass media, a Sino-Korean "mixed script"

style emerged whereby any and all morphemes of Chinese origin could be, and often

were, written in Chinese characters; native Korean words and grammatical endings

were written in Hankul. Formerly, Chinese-character transcriptions of Old Korean

poetry could include representations of morphemes meant to be read in their native

guise; but this practice (seen in modem Japanese) is not used in modern Korean.
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Since Liberation from Japan in 1945, Korea has accorded a much less important

role to Chinese characters than in traditional, or even pre-Liberation, times. North
Korea abolished the use of Chinese characters in public writing in 1949, but continues

to teach a Hmited number in schools. South Korean policy has been less consistent;

certain government ministries use Chinese characters more than others, but most ma-
jor daily newspapers still use them, and students learn approximately 1800 characters

before leaving high school. The role of Chinese characters in Korean writing is a mat-

ter of heated public debate in the Republic of Korea in the 1990s.

Hankul: General characteristics

Hankul (in the Yale romanization)* designates the native Korean script; it is written

^ s- in Korean, Han'gul in McCune-Reischauer, [hangil] in IPA, lit. 'Han [= Kore-

an] writing'. It is one of the most scientifically designed and efficient scripts in the

world. Invented by the sage King Seycong (r. 1419-1450). It is one of the earliest

known examples of "sophisticated grammatogeny" (Daniels 1992; section 52).

The original name of the Korean script was fflRiE^ Hwunmin cengum The
correct sounds for the instruction of the people', this also being the title of the work
which promulgated the script in 1446. Until 19 10, the script was also known as cen-

gum 'correct sounds', enmun 'vulgar script', or kwukmun 'national writing'. The
name Hankul is a neologism created by Cwu Si-kyeng (1876-1914), a Korean Un-

guist active in the movement to reform and promote the Korean language and script.

Hankul is a phonemically based alphabet with the following interesting, often

unique, features.

1

.

Hankul has always been written in syllable blocks, rather than having its letters

arranged in a row from left to right and written side by side—a feature usually attrib-

uted to influence from the equidimensional geometry of Chinese characters (Kono

1969). This feature, more than others, makes Hankul distinctive, and has prompted

Taylor (1979) to call it an "alphabetic syllabary."

2. Hankul appeared out of the blue. With no warning, the Veritable Records ofthe

Cosen Dynasty announce its invention in the 12th month of Seycong's 25th year (ap-

proximately January 1444).

3. Hankul is original. It was the product of deliberate, linguistically informed

planning (Ledyard 1966). Despite numerous theories attempting to link it to, or derive

it from, other scripts (there are no less than ten different "origin theories"), the most

convincing theory of letter shape origins remains that given in the Hwunmin cengum
haylyey (HCH) 'Explanations and examples of the correct sounds for the instruction

of the people', which was lost and not rediscovered until 1940. According to the

*There are now two widely accepted schemes for romanizing Korean in the scholarly world: the McCune-
Reischauer system (see McCune and Reischauer 1939), and the Yale system (see Martin 1992). Linguists pre-

fer the Yale system, and it is used in this book.
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velar ~i k alveolar i- « glottal o 0/-ng

FIGURE I . Origin of shapes of basic Hankul consonants (from Kim Jin-p'yong 1983).

HCH, the basic consonant shape for each of the five places of articulation is based on

a graphic representation of the speech organ involved (figure i).

The vowel signs were organized on a completely different basis, and given a

metaphysical rationale. Each vowel sign was made up of one or more of the three el-

ements Man, Earth, and Heaven (figure 2).

4. Hankul is scientific. Its invention rested on an elaborate phonological analysis

of fifteenth-century Korean, and transcended Chinese-based theories of phonology of

the time. In particular, the tripartite division of the syllable into initial (onset), medial

(peak), and final (coda) and the systematic treatment of vowels mark Hankul as the

"high peak which the eastward currents of the alphabetic system of writing attained"

(Lee Ki-moon 1983: 76).

5. Hankul keeps consonants and vowels apart conceptually and graphically.

6. Hankul has an additive structure. By doubUng, or adding strokes to, the five

basic consonant shapes for k, n, s, m, ng, one derives the shapes for the aspirates, tense

unaspirates, affricates, etc. (In pre-modern Korean, the doubled letters represented

the voiced stops and affricates of Chinese.) Likewise, the three basic fifteenth-century

vowel shapes of vertical line, horizontal line, and dot combine to give all the possible

vowels, as well as diphthongal combinations. This has led Sampson (1985) to call

Hankul a featural system.

7. Hankul's combination of the typological features of alphabet and syllabary is

simple and efficient. Both Vos (1963) and Sampson (1985) note that the simpHcity of

its graphic elements promotes leamability, while its syllabic organization enhances

efficiency in processing and reading. However, there have been few psycholinguistic

tests of these claims. Hankul is currently used in the Republic of Korea (South Korea)

and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea). However, the term

Symbol of Heaven: round dot Symbol of Earth: horizontal line Symbol of Man: vertical line

FIGURE 2. Origin of shapes of basic Hankul vowels (after Kim Jin-p'yong 1983).
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TABLE 17. 1 : Vowels

Simple Vowels



TABLE 17.2: Consonants
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Orthography and letter shapes

The 500-year history of Hankul has seen a number of changes in Korean writing, both
in its orthographic principles and in the letters and letter shapes themselves.

The history of Korean orthography is characterized by a tug-of-war between pho-
nemicists and morphophonemicists. Phonemicists wrote Korean as it was pro-

nounced, taking into account its many automatic sound changes, while morphopho-
nemicists strove to write verb and noun bases in one constant shape, ignoring

automatic sound changes. Although King Seycong himself seems to have favored

morphophonemic writing, and adopted this policy in his Welin chenkang ci kok

(1449), other fifteenth-century texts are all phonemic in their orthography.

Hankul orthography drifts from a more or less consistently phonemic approach,

in the fifteenth century, to an increasingly morphophonemic one by the twentieth cen-

tury. This trend was more pronounced in nouns than in verbs. Thus the development
in speUing nimkum-i 'lord-NOMiNATiVE' (using contemporary lettershapes):

15th c. i6thc. i8th/i9thc.

^ZLV^] y^n] ^^o]
nim.ku.mi nim.kum.mi nim.kum.i

is earlier and more widespread than that in spelHng cap-a 'catch-iNFiNiTiVE':

^M ^^} ^0}
ca.pa cap.pa cap.a

The morphophonemic solution did not win out until the adoption in 1933 by the

Korean Language Society (later renamed the Hankul Society) of the Draft Planfor a
Unified Orthography, and constituted nonetheless a sharp break with earlier spelling

traditions. Since Liberation from Japan in 1945, this Unified Orthography (with mi-

nor changes and amendments along the way) has served both the DPRK and the ROK
to the present day.

The twentieth century has witnessed a number of attempts to reform various as-

pects of Korean writing. Critics often point out the typographical problems imposed
by writing in syllable blocks; and the alternative of taking apart the Hankul syllable

blocks and writing the Korean letters side by side (^ s" would become ^1* i- "^ _- s )

was already advocated in the 1910s by Cwu Si-kyeng himself, many of whose ideas

are reflected in the 1933 Draft Plan. The side-by-side idea still has a small following

today. The Soviet authorities tried unsuccessfully in the early 1930s to abohsh Hankul
and replace it with a Latinized script for use by the Korean minority in the Soviet Far

East, but this attempt failed. North Korea experimented with various reforms, includ-

ing side-by-side writing and the invention of new letters, but these experiments were

discontinued in the late 1950s.

Letters and letter shapes (table 17.4) have changed since the fifteenth century,

too. Through sound change, a number of graphs promulgated with the Hwunmin Cen-

gum have disappeared, e.g. • ^ower a\z\z,^ 'hght/?', o" glottal stop, and/?-clus-



Hankul Yale McCune-Reischauer IPA Name
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ters like dA- In addition, the original squarish, geometrical, and symmetrical shapes
of the Hwunmin cengum began to change within a decade of their promulgation. The
original letterforms soon gave way to the pressures of brush writing, and evolved into

forms more amenable to writing with the hand. The first such change joined the dots
of wo, wu, e, a, etc., to the vertical and horizontal lines: o-| > ^ e, o:| > o^ ye^ etc.

This development is responsible, for example, for the addition of the serif to the

tip of certain consonants, and the creation of asymmetrical forms, in modern Korean
writing:

15th c. 20thc.

s A A
c A ^

o o

-ng 6 o

Note that the modern-day ztxol-ng symbol is a merger of two different Middle Kore-
an symbols. In eariy days it was possible to write 0a0 and ngang as well as 0ang
and nga0, though the final -0 fell into disuse almost immediately.

The relationship of Hankul to other scripts

Before the discovery of the original document explaining the rationale of the Hankul
letter shapes, numerous theories came and went about the origins or antecedents of
various Korean graphs. The Koreans' own explanation is almost too ingenious to

doubt, but King Seycong and his scholars certainly knew of other writing systems,

and there may still be reason to believe they looked to scripts of Indie descent for the

alphabet idea, to Mongolian 'Phags pa writing for some of the letter shapes (Ledyard

1966, building on Hope 1957; section 40), as well as to Chinese writing for the idea

of writing in syllabic blocks, and perhaps even for some individual graphs.

Most accounts of Korean writing dwell on its possible antecedents, and present

the Hwunmin cengum of the fifteenth century as the final link in a long chain of script

connections. However, there is also evidence to suggest that Hankul, in its turn, had
an influence on the Manchus when they set out to adopt Mongolian writing to their

language (King 1987; section 49).
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^
^

3. tallase hancawanun selo

4. tall-asA hantPa-wa-nin SAro

5. different-so characters-with-contrast

^^

cal

tfal

2. ^}^

i. ani

4. ani

5. not

/. ^1-fe

2. ^1-t

J. hanun

4. ha-nin

^4. neiHS

hanta. kulemulo

ha-n-da kirAiniro

elisekun

do therefore

AnsAg-in

foolish-MOD

thonghaci

t'^orjha-c^i

communicate-coMP

nathanaykoca

natWae-go(%a

peasant-PL-NOM express-iNTENT

mutually well

payksengtuli

paeksAq-dir-i

ili

ir-i

5. do-MOD thing-NOM

naye

2. ^^
J. et-e

4. AdA

5. obtain-and

2. vs "s.

3. manhul

4. man-il

^

5i^£

isseto

is'-A-do

exist-even-though

phyeci

p'yA-cfei

express-and unfold-coMP cannot do-MOD

kesita.

k'Aj-ida

naeA mo

nanun

na-nin

itulul

i-dir-il

sayngkakul

saeqgag-il

thought-ACC

salami

saram-i

person-NOM

pulssanghakey sayngkakhaye

puls'aqha-ge saerjgak'^a-JA

machimnay cey

matTimnae tfe

ultimately self's

mos hanun

t a-mn

5. many-MOD thing-be I-top this-PL-ACC pitiful-ly

2. Afls ^1: o^g X>1: ^l:Si^^^l

think-and

5. saylo

4. saero

5. newly

^1:
sumwul

simul

twenty

yetelp

yAdAl

eight

calul

tf'a-ril

graph-ACC

mantulessnuntey

mandir-An-ninde

make-PAST-and

'Our country's language is different from that of China and thus does not corre-

spond well with characters. Therefore, even should the foolish people have

something they wish to express, those ultimately unable to express and develop

their ideas are bound to be many. I have taken pity on these people, and newly

created 28 letters.'

-Modern Korean version (Kang 1990) of the first lines ofKing Seycong's

Preface to the Hwunmin cengum.
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Comparative Table

of Sinitic Characters

The following list is intended to give a sampling of Chinese characters that have

more thian one form in current use: Traditional (used in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sin-

gapore, and other overseas Chinese communities). Simplified (used in the People's

Republiic of China), and Japanese. In addition, the list illustrates the differences in

pronunciation that are found as one goes from Mandarin Chinese (in pinyin roman-

ization) to Japanese on and kun readings (in the Hepburn romanization) and to Korean

(Yale system). Items are arranged alphabetically by the pinyin forms. Data were pro-

vided by Victor H. Mair, Janet S. (Shibamoto) Smith, and Ross King.
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF SINITIC CHARACTERS

PY Tr. Si. Chinese Gloss Jp. On Kun Jpn. Gloss ifdiff. Korean

chong
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